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A class of quasilinear Schro dinger equations is studied which contain strongly
singular nonlinearities including derivatives of second order. Such equations have
been derived as models of several physical phenomena. The results of this paper
apply to the superfluid film equation in fluid mechanics. The local well posedness
for smooth solutions of the Cauchy problem is proved in arbitrary space dimension
without any smallness assumption on the initial value. This improves results in the
literature which cover the one-dimensional case only. Almost global well posedness
results are obtained as well. The proof combines NashMoser techniques on
implicit function theorems in Fre chet spaces with hyperbolic semigroup theory
including evolution systems using the intersection of all Sobolev spaces as basic
function space. The nondissipativity is overcome by a transformation procedure
yielding the evolution operator and a priori estimates of higher order Sobolev
norms for the linearized problem. Here a certain trace has to vanish in view of
apparent integrability conditions. The transformations and the regularity theory are
substantially different from the easier one-dimensional case. In particular, con-
tinuity estimates are proved for the operator norms of the linear evolution operator
in negative Sobolev spaces.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the quasilinear Schro dinger equation
iut=&2u+V(x) u+ f ( |u| 2) u&2g( |u| 2) g$ ( |u| 2) u (1)
where V is a given potential and f, g are smooth functions. The main
objective is to prove the local well posedness for smooth solutions of the
whole space Cauchy problem for (1) in arbitrary space dimension without
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supposing smallness assumptions on the initial value. This includes for
g(s)=s the local (and almost global) well posedness of the equation
iut=&2u+V(x) u+ f ( |u| 2) u&(2|u| 2) u (2)
which models the time evolution of the condensate wave function in super-
fluid films (cf. [19], [20]). This equation has been called the superfluid
film equation in fluid mechanics by Kurihara [19]. The case g(s)=
(1+s)12 in (1) models the self-channeling of a high-power ultra short laser
in matter (cf. [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [32]). Equations of the form (1)
appear in plasma physics and fluid mechanics [22], [24], [30], in the
theory of Heisenberg ferromagnet and magnons [3], [18], [31], [34], in
dissipative quantum mechanics [12] and in condensed matter theory [23].
In the mathematical literature very few results are known on equations
of the form (1). In the case g(s)=(1+s)12 the local well posedness is
proved in [5] for the space dimensions n=1, 2, 3 where smallness assump-
tions on the initial value are needed if n=2, 3. The case g(s)=s, n=1 is
studied in [21]. The general equation (1) is considered in [6], [29] for
n=1.
Semilinear equations iut=&2u+V(x) u+ f ( |u| 2) u are well studied by
so called energy methods. Due to a phenomenon called loss of derivatives
these standard methods do not apply to quasilinear equations (1) contain-
ing nonlinearities including derivatives of the second order. It seems that
no results are known concerning the local well posedness of (1) in higher
space dimensions without requiring smallness assumptions on the initial
value, even not in the important cases g(s)=s or g(s)=(1+s)12.
In Theorems 6.1, 6.2 the local and almost global well posedness of the
more general problem (8), (9) are proved under the assumptions (11), (12),
(13), (14), (15) which are new in the literature and introduced in this
paper. This implies the local and almost global well posedness of (1), (2)
generalizing [21] where the case g(s)=s is studied for n=1.
We take H(Rn), the intersection of all Sobolev spaces H k(Rn), as basic
function space. The proof of Theorem 6.1 relies on a combination of a
NashMoser type implicit function theorem with hyperbolic semigroup
theory. The linearization technique is taken from [28] (cf. [21]). A
suitable application of the implicit function theorem [27] reduces the local
well posedness in H (Rn) of the nonlinear evolution equation to the proof
of the well posedness of an inhomogeneous linearized problem.
A crucial part is to show the well posedness of the linear problem in the
Hilbert space L2(Rn) generalizing the one-dimensional case [21]. A main
problem is the lack of dissipativity. In the case n=1 (cf. [21]) the linear
problem can be transformed into a skew adjoint equation containing no
first order terms; this is based on solving an ordinary differential equation.
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The transformation does not exist for n2 since the corresponding system
of differential equations does not admit a solution because the necessary
integrability conditions are not satisfied. This crucial difficulty is overcome
by introducing a new transformation procedure where only the traces of
the transformed first order operators vanish. A perturbation result of
Kato’s gives the skew-adjointness of the transformed equation in a suitable
scalar product yielding the necessary evolution operator. Note that all
operators are time-dependent and the existence of semigroups is not suf-
ficient.
A second main step is the higher regularity of the linearized problem as
required by the NashMoser technique. In the onedimensional case (cf.
[21]) this follows by differentiating the equation since the spatial
derivatives of the solution satisfy similar Schro dinger equations. This does
not work for n2 since the corresponding system for the gradient of the
solution is very difficult. Therefore, in the case n2 the Laplacian is
applied to the linear equation in order to show that the Laplacian of the
solution satisfies a similar equation. However, then the estimation of the
appearing first order terms turns out to be complicated. Hence the
regularity theory is for n2 technically much more demanding than for
n=1.
One difficulty in the regularity theory is to verify that some error term
vanishes in the proof of Theorem 5.6. For this we show in Lemma 5.11
that the linear evolution system is continuous as a map H&1  H &1.
This requires a priori and resolvent estimates of elliptic type including
H&1-norms (cf. 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10). These estimates of negative Sobolev
norms of the evolution operator might be of independent interest; they are
not contained in the classical results in hyperbolic semigroup theory [35],
[36].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some notations
which are used throughout this note. In Section 3 the basic assumptions of
this paper are formulated and the linearization of the nonlinear
Schro dinger equation is given using the NashMoser technique. The local
well posedness in H(Rn) of the nonlinear problem is reduced to the solu-
tion of a linear inhomogeneous problem and to the proof of estimates for
the higher order Sobolev norms of its solutions. These estimates are for-
mulated by means of a symbolic calculus involving the weighted multi-
seminorms [ ]m, k introduced in [27] (cf. Section 2 and [28]). In Section
4 the linear problem is solved in the Hilbert space L2(Rn) using transfor-
mation techniques, perturbation theory and hyperbolic semigroup theory
in the sense of Tanabe [35], [36]. In the technically most difficult Section
5 the regularity in H(Rn) of the linearized problem and the necessary a
priori estimates of higher order Sobolev norms are established. In par-
ticular, continuity estimates are proved for H&1-operator norms of the
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linear evolution operator. In Section 6 the main results on local and almost
global well posedness are formulated. An evaluation of the assumptions of
the general theorem gives many applications. In particular, the local and
almost global well posedness of the Cauchy problems to equations (1), (2)
is obtained.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let H =H(Rn)=H (Rn, C) denote the intersection of all Sobolev
spaces Hk=H k(Rn). The space H  is considered as a real Fre chet space
equipped with its natural norms & &k , k=0, 1, 2, ... where
&u&k=\ :|:| k &
:u&2L2(Rn)+
12
=\ :|:|k |Rn |
:u(x)|2 dx+
12. (3)
By Sobolev’s imbedding theorem H is an algebra and we can define
&u&k =sup[ |
:u(x)| : x # Rn, |:|k] , u # H. (4)
We thus have H (Rn)/B(Rn) where B(Rn) denotes the space of all
functions in C(Rn) such that all partial derivatives are bounded in Rn. By
S(Rn) we denote the Schwartz space of all rapidly decreasing functions.
For two Fre chet spaces E, F each equipped with a fundamental sequence
of norms & &0& &1& &2... the product E_F is endowed with the
product norms &(x, y)&k=max[&x&k , &y&k]. For an integer n0 the space
Cn([a, b], E) denotes the Fre chet space of all E-valued n-times con-
tinuously differentiable functions on [a, b] equipped with the norms
& f &k=sup[& jt f (t)&
E
k : t # [a, b], 0 jk] , k=0, 1, 2, ... . (5)
We write C([a, b], E)=C0([a, b], E). On Cn([a, b], H) we can consider
the norms & &k and & &k induced by the corresponding norms in H
.
The norm &A& of a matrix function A is the maximum of the norms of
the components.
For the notion of differentiability in Fre chet spaces we refer to [11]. For
standard notations in semigroup theory we refer to [2], [25], [35], [36].
The NashMoser technique requires careful estimates of higher order
Sobolev norms including a precise statement how the constants depend on
the coefficients of the problem. To have a shorthand when formulating and
proving such estimates we use the symbolic calculus introduced in [27] (cf.
[28]). For integers m, k0 and u # H or u # Cn([a, b], H ) we define
[u]m, k=sup[1 } &u&

m+i1 } } } } } &u&

m+ir : 0i1+ } } } +irk] , (6)
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where 0rk and the &u&-terms are omitted in the case r=0. We put
[u]k =[u]

0, k . Notice that 1=[u]

m, 0[u]

m, k and [u]

m, i [u]

m, k
[u]m, k+i . We further have estimates [u]

m, i+kC[u]

m+i, k where the con-
stant C depends only on i, k, m and on &u&m+i (cf. [27]). For Fre chet
spaces E, F as above and integers m, k0 and u # E, v # F we define
[u; v]m, k=sup[&u&m+i1 } } } } } &u&m+ir &v&m+ j : i1+ } } } + jk], (7)
where the sup is running over all i1 , ..., ir , j0 with 0rk and
i1+ } } } +ir+ jk; here the &u&-terms are omitted if r=0. We thus have
[u; v]m, k&v&m+k . For m=0 we write [u; v]k=[u; v]0, k . Note that
[u; v]m, k is a norm in the v-component weighted by the &u&-terms.
If the space H is involved then [u; v]m, k is defined using Sobolev
norms in H or in Cn([a, b], H ), respectively. However, we define the
expression [u; v]m, k using Sobolev norms &v&j and sup-norms &u&

i . For
further properties of the expressions [ ]m, k we refer to [27], 1.7. (cf. [28]).
We shall often use C to denote constants that may differ from occurrence
to occurence.
3. LINEARIZATION
We consider the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear Schro dinger equation
{iut=&#2u+V(x) u+G(u) } u,u(0, x)=,(x),
x # Rn, t # [0, a]
x # Rn
(8)
where , # H(Rn) is a given initial value, V # B(Rn, R) a potential, #>0
a positive constant, 2u= 2j u denotes the Laplacian and
G(u)=G(u1 , u2 , (iu1)ni=1 , (i u2)
n
i=1 , (
2
i u1)
n
i=1 , (
2
i u2)
n
i=1) (9)
is a nonlinear differential operator defined by a real valued C-function
G=G(u, Du, D2u) not depending on the variable i  ju if { j. Here we
write u=u1+iu2 with real valued u1 , u2 . Under suitable assumptions on
G, , we shall prove the local well posedness of problem (8) in H, i.e., the
existence of a>0 and of a unique solution u # C1([0, a], H ) smoothly
depending on the initial value in some open neighbourhood of , in H.
We state the assumptions of this paper. Let A/R4n+2, n1, be an open
convex set with 0 # A. Let G # C(A, R), G=G(u, Du, D2u), be a smooth
map as in (9). We define an open zero neighbourhood V in H by
V=[u # H : (u(x), (i u(x))ni=1 , (
2
i u(x))
n
i=1) # A, x # R
n]. (10)
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For a fixed , # V we consider problem (8) where G(u) is given by (9). We
assume for all i, j=1, ..., n with i{j and k=1, 2 and any u # V that
ij uk G=0, 2iuk G=2juk G. (11)
iuk G(0)=21uk G(0)=0. (12)
21u1 G(u, Du, D
2u) } u2=21u2 G(u, Du, D
2u) } u1 . (13)
#&,1 } 21u1 G(,, D,, D
2,)&,2 } 21u2G(,, D,, D
2,)>0. (14)
j \
u1i u1 G+u2iu2 G
#&u121u1 G&u2 21 u2 G+=i\
u1j u1 G+u2j u2 G
#&u1 21u1 G&u221u2 G+ . (15)
In (15) the derivatives of G are evaluated at (u, Du, D2u). In the remainder
of the paper, the argument (u, Du, D2u) will often be omitted in the nota-
tion.
We observe that (14) implies by continuity that there are =>0 and an
open neighbourhood V1 of , in V/H such that for all u # V1 we have
#&u1 21 u1G(u, Du, D
2u)&u2 21 u2 G(u, Du, D
2u)=>0. (16)
We hence may assume that (16) holds for all u # V. Note that (11) means
that G=G(u, Du, D2u) depends in fact on u, {u, 2u only. Conditions (13),
(14) ensure that the right hand side in (8) is elliptic, i.e., equation (8) is of
Schro dinger type. Assumption (12) implies a uniform L2-bound for
iuk G(u, Du, D
2u) and 2iuk G(u, Du, D
2u), u # V. Condition (15) is needed
as an integrability condition in Section 4 (cf. (37)). We shall see that (15)
is always satisfied for equations of the form (1).
Lemma 3.1. Let G # C(A, R), V # B(Rn, R), #>0. Then
F(u)=&#2u+Vu+G(u, Du, D2u) u (17)
defines a smooth map F: V/H(Rn, C)  H(Rn, C) between Fre chet
spaces where F$, F" satisfy the estimates required in the assumptions of the
implicit function Theorem [27], 4.2. For u # V, z # H we have
F$(u) z=&#2z+Vz+G( } ) z+ :
|:|2
G:u(u, Du, D2u) u:z. (18)
Proof. This is proved in [28], 2.3, 2.4 observing that F(0)=0. K
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Let a>0 be fixed. Putting t=as problem (8) is equivalent to
{iut=a } F(u),u(0)=,
t # J
(19)
where J=[0, 1]. Defining Fk(u)=&#2uk+Vuk+G(u, Du, D2u) uk for
k=1, 2 we can write problem (19) as a real system
&(u2)t=a } F1(u), t # J
{(u1)t=a } F2(u), t # J. (20)u(0)=,
Since the interval J=[0, 1] is fixed in (20) we can introduce a map
8(u, a, ,)=((u2)t+a } F1(u), (u1)t&a } F2(u), u(0)&,) (21)
such that (20) is equivalent to the equation 8(u, a, ,)=(0, 0) where
8: W_R_V/C 1(J, H )_R_H   C(J, H )_H  (22)
is a smooth nonlinear map between Fre chet spaces defined in the open set
W=[u # C1(J, H ) : u(t) # V, t # J] (23)
(cf. [28], Section 4). In [28], Theorem 4.4 the implicit function theorem
of NashMoser type [27], 4.2 is applied to show the following result.
Theorem 3.2. Let ,0 # V/H and let X be an open neighbourhood of
,0 in W/C1(J, H). Assume that there exist $>0, b0 and constants
ck>0 such that for all 0<a<$ and u # X the linear problem
&(z2)t=a } F$1 (u(t)) z(t)+ f1(t), t # J
{(z1)t=a } F$2 (u(t)) z(t)+ f2(t), t # J (24)z(0)=g
has for f # C(J, H), g # H  a unique solution z # C1(J, H) so that
&z&kck[u; ( f, g)]b, k , k=0, 1, 2, ... . (25)
Then there exist a number a>0 and an open neighbourhood Y of ,0 in H
such that the Cauchy problem (8) admits for any , # Y a unique solution
u # C1([0, a], H ). The solution map Y  C 1([0, a], H) is a C1-map.
The terms [u; ( f, g)]b, k on the right hand side in (25) are defined by the
Sobolev norms of u # C1(J, H), f # C(J, H), g # H (cf. Section 2).
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Writing (24) using matrices we get for u # W and a>0 the real system
{
zt=a[Mu2z+Gu } {z+Hu z]+\ f2(t)& f1(t)+ , t # J
z(0)=\g1g2+
(22)
where z=( z1z2) and Mu=Mu(t) , Gu=Gu(t) , Hu=Hu(t) are given by
Mu=\ u2
2
1u1
G,
#&u121 u1 G,
u221u2 G&#
&u121 u2G + (27)
Gu=\ u2{u1 G,&u1{u1G,
u2 {u2 G
&u1 {u2 G+ (28)
Hu=\ u2u1 G,&V&G&u1 {u1 G,
u2 u2 G+V+G
&u1u2 G + , (29)
where G=G(u, Du, D2u). The easy form of the principal part Mu 2 is due
to condition (11). The entries of the matrix Gu in (28) are vectors where
{uk G=(iuk G)
n
i=1 . We write Gu=(G
1
u , ..., G
n
u) with matrices G
i
u . The vec-
tor valued matrix product Gu } {z is defined using the scalar product
({uk G) } {zj= :
n
i=1
(i uk G)  i zj , j, k=1, 2. (30)
We note that (15) means exactly that trace(M &1u Gu) admits a potential.
4. SOLUTION OF THE LINEARIZED EQUATION
Let G # C(A, R) satisfy (11), (12), (13) and #>0. Let , # H  satisfy
(14) and choose an open neighbourhood V of , in H and =>0 such that
(16) holds for all u # V. Define W by (23) and put d=[n2]+n+8 and
J=[0, 1]. Shrinking W we may assume that there is C>0 so that
&u(t)&d+&ut(t)&dC, t # J, u # W. (31)
We have to solve the linear problem (26) for all small a>0 and every
f # C(J, H), g # H where the matrices Mu , Gu , Hu are given by (27),
(28), (29). From (16) we obtain uniformly for all u # W the estimate
det Mu=#(#&u11u21 G&u2 1u22 G)#=>0. (32)
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With Gu=(G1u , ..., G
n
u) we define the vector field su=(s
1
u , ..., s
n
u) by
s iu=&
1
2 trace(M
&1
u G
i
u), i=1, ..., n (33)
evaluated at (u, Du, D2u). We see that
su=
#
2
(det Mu)&1 } (u1 {u1G+u2 {u2 G). (34)
From assumption (15) we conclude for u # V the integrability conditions
j s iu=i s
j
u , i, j=1, ..., n. (35)
The vector field su=(s1u , ..., s
n
u) admits a potential {pu=su where
pu(x)=|
1
0
su(rx) } x dr= :
n
j=1
|
1
0
s ju(rx) } xj dr. (36)
Hence the function nu(x)=exp( pu(x)) solves the differential equation
{nu=su nu , nu(x)=exp( pu(x)). (37)
Therefore, the matrices Nu=( nu0
0
1) and S
i
u=(
s iu
0
0
0) satisfy
i Nu=S iu Nu , Nu(0)=\10
0
1+ , i=1, ..., n. (38)
trace (S iu+
1
2 M
&1
u G
i
u )=0, i=1, ..., n. (39)
Writing Su=(S 1u , ..., S
n
u) we have {Nu=SuNu . In the following it would be
enough to have matrices Nu , S iu satisfying relations (38), (39) (and the
estimates in Lemma 4.2). Obviously, equation (38) necessarily implies that
j S iu&i S
j
u=S
j
u S
i
u&S
i
uS
j
u , i, j=1, ..., n. (40)
In the one-dimensional case [21] the choice Su=&12 M
&1
u Gu can be used.
However, for n2 the necessary condition (40) does in general not hold
(e.g. in the case (2)) for the natural choice S iu=&
1
2 M
&1
u G
i
u . This difficulty
is overcome by requiring (39) rather than putting S iu=&
1
2 M
&1
u G
i
u .
In order to obtain estimates for nu in terms of the norms of su we need
the following version of a Poincare type inequality for L-norms.
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Lemma 4.1. Let f # Cn(Rn) satisfy f (0)=0 and :f (x)  0 as |x|  
for all 1|:|n&1. If 12 } } } n f # L1(Rn) then we have
& f &L (Rn)&12 } } } n f &L 1(Rn) . (41)
Proof. The assumptions imply
f (x1 , ..., xn)= :
n
j=1
|
xj
0
j f (x1 , ..., x j&1 , y j , 0, ..., 0) dyj
=(&1)n&1 :
n
j=1
|

x1
} } } |

xj&1
|
xj
0
|

0
} } } |

0
1 } } } n f ( y) dy
=(&1)n {|

x1
} } } |

xn
&|

0
} } } |

0 = 1 } } } n f ( y) dy
which proves the assertion. K
We transform equation (26) and put z~ =N &1u z, thus z=Nu z~ . We obtain
for z~ from equation (26) using (38) the equivalent transformed equation
z~ t=a [Bu+Cu ] z~ +Luz~ +N &1u \ f2(t)& f1(t)+ , (42)
where
Bu=N &1u MuNu2, Cu=N
&1
u MuNu (Tu } {+Du) (43)
Tu=N &1u (2Su+M
&1
u Gu) Nu , Du=
1
2 div Tu (44)
Lu=aN &1u [Mu2Nu+Gu{Nu+HuNu&MuNuDu]+t N
&1
u Nu . (45)
Here Tu=(T1u , ..., T
n
u) is a vector field of matrices and div Tu=
n
j=1 jT
j
u .
Different from the one-dimensional case (cf. [21]) we cannot get rid of the
first order terms by the transformation. The artificial zero order term
N&1u Mu NuDu appearing in Cu and thus in Lu is introduced such that the
operator Cu containing first order terms becomes skew adjoint in a certain
scalar product. For that we introduce the matrix Wu=Wu(t, x) by
Wu=I2 } N &1u } M
&1
u } Nu , I2=\01
&1
0 + . (46)
The matrix Wu is symmetric since trace Mu=0 by means of (13) and (27).
Similarly, the matrices I2T ju are symmetric for j=1, ..., n by means of (39).
Consequently, the matrix I2 Du is symmetric as well. Let (Nu)k for k=1, 2
denote the column vectors of the matrix Nu .
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Lemma 4.2. There exists a constant C>0 such that for all u # W and all
t # J, x # Rn and k=1, 2 we have uniformly
|Mu(t, x)|+|Gu(t, x)|+|Hu(t, x)|+|tMu(t, x)|+|tGu(t, x)|C. (47)
C&1det Mu(t, x)C. (48)
&2 } } } nS 1u&L 1x+&t 2 } } } nS
1
u&L 1xC. (49)
C&1det Nu(t, x)C, (50)
|Nu (t, x)|+|tNu(t, x)|C, |(Nu)k (t, x)|C&1. (51)
C&1Wu(t, x)C, |t Wu(t, x)|C. (52)
Proof. We note that &:xu&sup +&
:
xut&sup is uniformly bounded for
|:|n+1 by means of (31). This implies (47). Hence (48) follows from
(32). To prove (49), observing (34) and applying the Cauchy Schwarz
inequality, it remains to give a uniform L2-bound for {uk G(u, Du, D
2u).
This bound is obtained from the assumption (12) since {uk G(0)=0. By
Lemma 4.1 and (49) the functions pu and tpu are uniformly bounded on
Rn. This gives (50) and (51). The above estimates give a uniform bound
|Wu(t, x)|+|t Wu(t, x)|C. We have det Wu=det M &1u . An easy calcula-
tion shows that trace Wu$>0 uniformly by means of (16). Therefore, the
eigenvalues of Wu are positive and uniformly bounded away from zero
proving (52) and thus the assertion. K
We shall need a real version of a perturbation result due to Rellich.
Lemma 4.3. Let H be a real Hilbert space, let B, C be linear operators
in H with dense domains D(C)#D(B). Let B be skew adjoint and C be skew
symmetric, i.e., &B=B* and &C/C*. Assume that
&Cx&2a &x&2+b &Bx&2, x # D(B) (53)
for constants a>0 and 0<b<1. Then B+C is skew adjoint as well.
Proof. As usual, we consider the complexifications BC , CC as linear
operators in the complex Hilbert space HC=H_H (cf. [37], Exercise
5.32). We have &BC=B*C and &CC /C*C and BC , CC satisfy (53) as well.
Since iBC is symmetric and iCC is self-adjoint a well known theorem of
RellichKato (cf. [14], Ch. V, Theorem 4.3 or [37], Theorem 5.28) implies
that i(BC+CC) is self-adjoint, thus B+C is skew adjoint. K
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Identifying C$R2 we consider L2=L2(R, C)=L2(R, R2) as a real
Hilbert space equipped with the real scalar product
( f, g)=|
R n
f (x) } g(x) dx=Re \|Rn f (x) g(x) dx+ , (54)
where v } w denotes the canonical scalar product in R2. It is well known
that 2 is selfadjoint in the real Hilbert space L2 with domain H2. Thus i2
is skew adjoint, i.e., (i2)*=&i2. For t # J, u # W we define by
( f, g) t=|
R n
(Wu(t, x) f (x)) } g(x) dx (55)
a scalar product on L2. The norms & & and | | t defined by ( , ) and ( , ) t ,
respectively, are uniformly equivalent for t # J, u # W by (52).
Lemma 4.4. There is C>0 such that for all s, t # J, u # W we have
| f | texp(C |t&s| ) } | f | s , f # L2. (56)
Proof. From (52) we get t WuC1C2Wu . For (t)=| f | 2t this
implies |$(t)|C(t). Gronwall’s Lemma gives the result. K
Proposition 4.5. Let the operators Bu=Bu(t), Cu=Cu(t) in L2 be given
by (43) and D(Bu+Cu)=H2=H 2(Rn, R2). Then Bu+Cu is skew adjoint,
i.e., (Bu+Cu)*=&(Bu+Cu) in the Hilbert space (L2, ( , ) t). K
Proof. We first show that Bu and Cu equipped with the domain H2 are
skew symmetric, i.e., &Bu /Bu*, &Cu /C u*. For z, w # H2 we have
(Bu z, w) t=| (WuBuz) } w dx=| (I22z) } w dx
=|z } (&I2 2w) dx=&|z } (WuBu w) dx
=&| (Wuz) } Buw dx=(z, &Buw) t (57)
and Bu is skew symmetric. Since the matrices I2 T ju , I2 Du and Wu are sym-
metric and since div Tu=2Du and I2(Tu } {+Du)=WuCu we obtain
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(Cuz, w) t=| (WuCuz) } w dx=| I2(Tu } {+Du) z } w dx
=: | (I2T ju) jz } w dx+| (I2 Duz) } w dx
=: (jz) } (I2 T ju) w dx+| z } (I2Du) w dx
=&: | z } I2j (T juw) dx+| z } (I2 Du) w dx
=&| z } (I2Tu } {) w dx&| z } (I2 Du) w dx
=&| z } (Wu Cuw) dx=(z, &Cuw) t (58)
for z, w # H2 which implies that Cu is skew symmetric. We proved that
&(Bu+Cu)/(Bu+Cu)*. For w # D(Bu*) and z # D(Bu)=H 2 we have
|(i2z, w)|= } | (I22z) } w dx }=|(Bu z, w) t |C &z& (59)
implying w # D((i2)*)=H2 since i2 is skew adjoint, thus Bu*=&Bu . To
prove that Bu+Cu is skew adjoint it is in view of Lemmas 4.2, 4.3 enough
to show that for any =>0 there is a constant c=>0 such that
&Cuz&2= &Buz&2+c= &z&2, z # H 2. (60)
Since Bu=N &1u MuNu2 and since the matrix N
&1
u Mu Nu is invertible, the
estimate (60) follows from Lemma 4.2 using the interpolation inequalities
&{z&2= &2z&2+c= &z&2, z # H 2. (61)
We have proved the assertion. K
A real version of Stone’s Theorem and Proposition 4.5 imply that the
operator Bu(t)+Cu(t) is for any u # W, t # J the infinitesimal generator of
a strongly continuous group (S tu(s))s # R of bounded linear operators in
(L2, ( , )) which are isometric in (L2, ( , ) t). For the solution of problems
(26) and (42) we need the stability of these groups in the sense of hyper-
bolic semigroup theory as studied by Tanabe in [35], 4.3 or [36], 7.2. Let
X be a Banach space and put J=[0, 1].
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Definition 4.6. A family (A(t))t # J of infinitesimal generators of
C0 -semigroups in X is called stable with stability constants M1 and ; #
R if \(A(t))#(;, ) for any t # J and
"‘
k
j=1
(A(tj)&*)&1"M (*&;)&k (62)
for every finite sequence 0t1t2 } } } tk1 and any *>;.
Proposition 4.7. The operators (a[Bu(t)+Cu(t)]+Lu(t))t # J are stable
in L2 with uniform stability constants M, ; for all a>0 and u # W.
Proof. This follows for (Bu(t)+Cu(t))t # J with ;=0 from Lemmas 4.2,
4.4 by means of [35], Proposition 4.3.2. By definition and since ;=0 the
family a(Bu(t)+Cu(t))t # J has uniform stability constants for any a>0. The
bounded perturbations Lu(t) are treated using [35], Proposition 4.3.3 since
Lemma 4.2 and (31) give a uniform estimate for |Lu(t, x)| and hence for
the operator norm of Lu : L2  L2. This gives the result. K
Let Y be a dense subspace of X which is a Banach space with a stronger
norm. Lemma 4.8 is proved in [36], Thms. 7.3, 7.5 (cf. [35], Thm. 4.4.2).
Lemma 4.8. Let (A(t))t # J be a stable family of generators of C0 -semi-
groups in X with domain D(A(t))#Y. Assume that there are bounded
operators B(t): X  X and isomorphisms S(t): Y  X such that
S(t) A(t) S(t)&1=A(t)+B(t), t # J. (63)
Let A(t), S(t): J  L(Y, X) be strongly continuous and B(t): J  L(X) be
strongly continuously differentiable. Then there exists a strongly continuous
evolution operator U(t, s) # L(X), 0s<t1 satisfying
&U(t, s)&L2  L 2M, 0s<t1 (64)
where M depends only on the stability constants of A(t) such that problem
{zt(t)=A(t) z(t)+ f (t), t # Jz(0)=g (65)
has for g # Y, f # C(J, Y) a unique solution z # C1(J, X) & C(J, Y) where
z(t)=U(t, 0) g+|
t
0
U(t, s) f (s) ds. (66)
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The assumptions of Lemma 4.8 are called (H1), (H$2), (H$3) by Tanabe
[36]. A solution z # C1(J, X) & C(J, Y) is called a Y-valued solution in
[36]. The existence of a family S(t) in Lemma 4.8 satisfying (63) ensures
that Y is an A(t)-admissible subspace of X in the sense of [35], 4.2 or
[36], 7.1. (cf. [36], Proposition 7.5). The estimate (64) is proved in [36],
(7.74). For the properties of an evolution operator we refer to [35], [36].
The assumptions of Lemma 4.8 are due to Kato [15] and Kobayashi [17].
Theorem 4.9. The linear problem (42) admits for any u # W, a>0 and
every f # C(J, H2), g # H2 a unique solution z # C1(J, L2) & C(J, H 2). There
is a constant C>0 such that for all u # W and 0<a1 we have
sup
t # J
&z(t)&0C(&g&0+sup
t # J
& f (t)&0). (67)
Proof. We put A(t)=a[Bu(t)+Cu(t)]+Lu(t). By Proposition 4.7 then
(A(t))t # J is a stable family of generators of C0 -semigroups with uniform
stability constants M, ; for u # W, a>0. We have 1 # \(a[Bu(t)+Cu(t)])
for any a>0, u # W, t # J. For a fixed a>0 and u # W we put
S(t)=a[Bu(t)+Cu(t)]&Id, t # J. (68)
Then S(t) meets the assumptions of Lemma 4.8 since Lu(t) # L(H 2) and
S(t) A(t) S(t)&1=A(t)&Lu(t)+S(t) Lu(t) S(t)&1. (69)
Therefore, Lemma 4.8 and (64), (66) give the assertion. K
5. REGULARITY OF THE LINEARIZED EQUATION
Let f # C(J, H), g # H, u # W and a>0. We show the existence of a
solution z # C1(J, H) of problem (26) satisfying the estimates (25);
uniqueness follows from Theorem 4.9.
In a first step we assume that a solution z # C1(J, H) is given and prove
estimates for the higher order Sobolev norms of z. Let z # C1(J, H ) be a
solution of problem (26). If we differentiate equation (26) with respect to
xj (as in [21]) then we get a system for the gradient of z which is difficult
to handle. Therefore, our plan is to apply powers 2k of the Laplacian
to equation (26) and to show that (2kz)t satisfies a similar Schro dinger
equation such that arguments of the previous section can be applied.
A particular difficulty is to estimate the first order terms. This section is
technically much more complicated than the case n=1 (cf. [21], [29]).
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We consider the polynomial Pk(!)=|!|2k=(!21+ } } } +!
2
n)
k. We have
2k=Pk(). Using the generalized Leibniz rule ([13], (1.1.10)) we obtain
2k(,u)= :
|:| 2k
1
:!
(:,) P(:)k () u, (70)
where P (:)k (’)=
:1
1 } } } 
:n
n Pk(’). Note that P
(:)
k has degree 2k&|:| and
i Pk(!) =2k! i |!| 2(k&1)
i j Pk(!) =2k$ i, j |!| 2(k&1)+4k(k&1) !i!j |!|2(k&2)
(71)
i j l Pk(!)=4k(k&1)($i, j !l+$i, l!j+$ j, l!i ) |!| 2(k&2)
+8k(k&1)(k&2) !i !j!l |!|2(k&3),
where $i, j is the Kronecker’s symbol. Applying formula (70) to (26) we get
2kzt=a {Mu 2k+1z+ :
n
j=1
(G ju+2kjMu)  j2
kz+R (k)u z=+\ 2
k
x f2
&2kx f1+ ,
(72)
where
R(k)u z= :
2|:| 2k
:Mu
:!
P (:)k () 2z+ :
1|:|2k
:
n
j=1
:G ju
:!
P (:)k ()  jz
+ :
|:| 2k
:Hu
:!
P (:)k () z. (73)
We define G (k)u =(G
1, (k)
u , ..., G
n, (k)
u )=Gu+2k{Mu . From (72) we get
(2kz)t=a [Mu 2(2kz)+G (k)u } {(2
kz)+R (k)u z]+2
k
x \ f2& f1 + . (74)
An elementary calculation shows that
j trace(M &1iM)= i trace(M&1 jM), i, j=1, ..., n (75)
for any invertible smooth (2_2)-matrix M. We infer from (35), (75) that
j si, (k)u =is
j, (k)
u , i, j=1, ..., n, (76)
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where s i, (k)u =trace(&
1
2 M
&1
u G
i, (k)
u ). We put s
(k)
u =(s
1, (k)
u , ..., s
n, (k)
u ). As in the
previous section, we define by formula (36) a potential p (k)u satisfying
{p (k)u =s
(k)
u and pu(0)=0. Then n
(k)
u (x)=exp( p
(k)
u (x)) solves
{n (k)u =s
(k)
u n
(k)
u , n
(k)
u (0)=1. (77)
We put W (k)u =I2N
(k)&1
u M
&1
u N
(k)
u where I2 is defined by (46) and
N (k)u =\n
(k)
u
0
0
1+ , S i, (k)u =\
s i, (k)u
0
0
0+ (78)
for i=1, ..., n. We write S (k)u =(S
1, (k)
u , ..., S
n, (k)
u ). We have
i N (k)u =S
i, (k)
u N
(k)
u , N
(k)
u (0)=\10
0
1+ , i=1, ..., n. (79)
trace(S i, (k)u +
1
2 M
&1
u G
i, (k)
u )=0, i=1, ..., n. (80)
Lemma 5.1. The matrix W (k)u is symmetric and positively definite. For
any k0 there is C=Ck>0 so that for all u # W, t # J, x # Rn we have
|G(k)u (t, x)|+|tG
(k)
u (t, x)|C. (81)
&2 } } } nS 1, (k)u &L1x+&t2 } } } nS
1, (k)
u &L1xC. (82)
C&1det N (k)u (t, x)C. (83)
|N (k)u (t, x)|+|tN
(k)
u (t, x)|C, |(N
(k)
u ) i (t, x)|C
&1, i=1, 2. (84)
C&1W (k)u (t, x)C, |t W
(k)
u (t, x)|C. (85)
Proof. This follows using the arguments in the proof of Lemma 4.2. K
Lemma 5.2. For any i, k0 there is a constant C=Ci, k>0 such that
&Mu&i+2+&M &1u &i+2+&G (k)u &i+1+&Hu&i+2C[u]4, i (86)
&N (k)u &i+2+&t N (k)u &i+2C[u]4, i (87)
for all u # W where the norms & &i are taken in the space C(J, H
) and the
terms [u]4, i are defined using the space C
1(J, H ).
Proof. We have &u&4 +&t u&4 c uniformly for u # W by (31). The
chain rule for higher derivatives gives the estimates
&Mu&i +&M
&1
u &

i +&Gu&

i +&Hu &

i C[u]

2, i . (88)
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This is proved in [28], 2.2, 2.3. By means of a general rule in the calculus
of the expressions [u]m, i (cf. [27], Lemma 1.7) there is a constant
C=Ci>0 such that [u]2, i+2C[u]

4, i for all u # W. Hence (88) implies
(86). We further have &S (k)u &

i C[u]

2, i+1 for some C>0. Hence induc-
tion and (79), (84) give the estimate &N (k)u &

i C[u]

2, i . Analogously, we
get an inequality &t S (k)u &

i C[u]

2, i+1 (where [u]

2, i+1 contains terms
involving u and ut) and thus &tN (k)u &i C[u]2, i . We have proved the
result. K
Lemma 5.3. For any i, k0 there is a constant C=Ci, k>0 such that for
any z # C1(J, H) and u # W, t # J we have the estimate
&R (k)u z(t)&0C :
2k
i=0
[u]4, 2k&i &z(t)&i . (89)
Proof. The estimate &P (:)k w&0C &w&2k&|:| implies that
&R (k)u z(t)&0C { :
2k
i=2
&Mu&i &z(t)&2k+2&i
+ :
2k
i=1
&Gu&i &z(t)&2k+1&i+ :
2k
i=0
&Hu&i &z(t)&2k&i= . (90)
Observing that [u]2, i+2C[u]

4, i the estimate (88) gives the assertion. K
Lemma 5.4. For any k there is Ck>0 so that for u # W, f # C(J, H ),
g # H  and any solution z # C1(J, H) of (26) and all t # J we have
&z(t)&2kCk :
2k
i=0
[u]5, 2k&i (& f & i+&g&i ) . (91)
Proof. The case k=0 and uniqueness follow from Theorem 4.9 using
(51). Assume that the assertion is proved for k&10. To show the result
for k we may replace the left hand side in (91) by the term &2kz(t)&0 . We
note that z(k)=2kz solves equation (74). We put z~ (k)=N (k)&1u z
(k), thus
z(k)=N (k)u z~
(k). We see that the transformed function z~ (k) satisfies
(z~ (k))t=[a(B (k)u +C
(k)
u )+L
(k)
u ] z~
(k)+N (k)&1u \aR (k)u z+2kx \ f2& f1++ , (92)
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where
B (k)u =N
(k)&1
u MuN
(k)
u 2, C
(k)
u =N
(k)&1
u MuN
(k)
u (T
(k)
u } {+D
(k)
u ) (93)
T (k)u =N
(k)&1
u (2S
(k)
u +M
&1
u G
(k)
u ) N
(k)
u , D
(k)
u =
1
2 div T
(k)
u (94)
L (k)u =aN
(k)&1
u [Mu2N
(k)
u +G
(k)
u } {N
(k)
u &MuN
(k)
u D
(k)
u ]
(95)
+(tN (k)&1u ) N
(k)
u .
From Lemma 5.2 we get with a constant C=Ci, k>0 a uniform estimate
&L (k)u &

i C [u]

4, i (96)
for all u # W. By Lemma 5.1 the proofs of 4.5 and 4.9 apply to B (k)u , C
(k)
u
as well. Hence there is an evolution operator U (k)u, a(t, s) in L
2 generated by
a[B (k)u (t)+C
(k)
u (t)] satisfying &Uu, a(t, s)&L2  L2C uniformly for u # W,
0s<t1 and all small a>0. We write g~ (k)=U (k)u, a(t, 0) N
(k)&1
u(0) 2
kg and
f (k)=N (k)&1u (aR
(k)
u z+2
k( f2& f1 )). By Lemma 4.8 we have
z~ (k)(t)= g~ (k)+|
t
0
U (k)u, a(t, s) [L
(k)
u z~
(k)+ f (k)](s) ds. (97)
Using interpolation we get the inequalities
&z&2k+&z&2k&1C[&2kz&0+&z&0]C$[&z~ (k)&0+&z&0]. (98)
From (31), (89), (96), (97), (98) we obtain the estimate
&z~ (k)(t)&0C { :
2k&2
i=0
[u]4, 2k&i &z& i+&( f, g)&2k+|
t
0
&z~ (k)(s)&0 ds= . (99)
From Gronwall’s Lemma we get
&z~ (k)(t)&C { :
k&1
i=0
[u]5, 2k&2i &z&2i+& f &2k+&g&2k= . (100)
The hypothesis of the induction gives the result. K
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Proposition 5.5. For any k there is Ck>0 such that for any 0<a1
and f # C(J, H), g # H every solution z # C1(J, H ) of (26) satisfies
&z&kCk[u; ( f, g)]b, k , b=[n2]+9. (101)
Proof. The differential equation (26) and (88), (91) give the estimates
&zt(t)&kC :
k
i=0
[u]2, k&i &z&i+2+& f &kC$ :
k
i=0
[u]8, k&i &( f, g)&i+2 .
(102)
Hence (102) and Sobolev’s imbedding theorem give the assertion. K
Let ej be the j-th unit vector. For a function , and h, h1 , h2 {0 we put
,x( y)=,(x+ y), 2 jh ,=
,hej&,
h
, 2h2h1 ,= :
n
j=1
2 jh22
j
h1 ,. (103)
For , # L2 we have 2, # L2 if and only if (cf. [9], Theorem 6.21)
lim sup
h1, h2  0
:
n
j=1
&2 jh1 2
j
h2 ,&L2<+. (104)
For two functions ,,  we have 2 jh(,)=,2
j
h+2
j
h ,hej and thus
2h2h1(,)=,2
h2
h1 + :
n
j=1
2 jh2 2
j
h1 ,(h1+h2) ej
+ :
n
j=1
2 jh2 ,(2
j
h1 )h2ej+ :
n
j=1
2 jh1,2
j
h2h1ej . (105)
Theorem 5.6. Let a>0, u # W, k0 and f # C(J, H2k+4) and g #
H2k+4. Let z # C(J, H2k+2) & C 1(J, H 2k) be a solution of problem (26).
Then z belongs to C(J, H2k+4) & C1(J, H 2k+2).
Proof. Let k0 be fixed and let z # C(J, H2k+2) & C1(J, H 2k) be a
solution of (26). Writing z(k)=2kz # C(J, H2) & C1(J, H0) it is enough to
prove that z(k) # C(J, H4) & C1(J, H2). For this it is sufficient to show that
2z(k) # C(J, H 2) & C 1(J, H 0). With R (k)u as in (73) we have
(z(k))t=a [Mu2z(k)+(G (k)u } {) z
(k)+R (k)u z]+2
k
x \ f2& f1+ (106)
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in L2. We fix * # \(2), i.e., we assume that *&2 : H2  L2 is an
isomorphism. Using (105) we get from (106) the equation
(2h2h1 z
(k)&*z(k))t=a {Mu22h2h1z(k)+ :
n
j=1
2 jh2 2
j
h1 Mu(2z
(k)) (h1+h2) ej
+ :
n
j=1
2 jh2 Mu(2
j
h1 2z
(k))h2ej+ :
n
j=1
2 jh1 Mu 2
j
h2(2z
(k))h1ej
+ :
n
i=1
G i, (k)u 2
h2
h1 iz
(k)+ 
n
i, j=1
2 jh22
j
h1 G
i, (k)
u (iz
(k)) (h1+h2) ej
+ :
n
i, j=1
2 jh2 G
i, (k)
u (2
j
h2 iz
(k))h2ej+2
j
h1 G
i, (k)
u 2
j
h2( iz
(k))h1ej
+2h2h1 R
(k)
u z=+2h2h1 2kx \ f2& f1 +
&a*(Mu 2z(k)+(G (k)u } {) z
(k)+R (k)u z)&*2
k
x \ f2& f1+ . (107)
We consider the transformation z~ (k)h1, h2=N
(k+1)&1
u (2
h2
h1 z
(k)&*z(k)), hence
2h2h1 z
(k)&*z (k)=N (k+1)u z~
(k)
h1, h2 . We get the transformed equation
(z~ (k)h1, h2)t=aN
(k+1)&1
u {(2h2h1&*) R (k)u z
+Mu2(N (k+1)u z~
(k)
h1, h2)+ :
n
j=1
2 jh2 2
j
h1 Mu(2z
(k)) (h1+h2) ej
+ :
n
j=1
2 jh2 Mu(2
j
h1 2z
(k))h2ej+ :
n
j=1
2 jh1Mu2
j
h2(2z
(k))h1ej
+G (k)u {(N
(k+1)
u z~
(k)
h1, h2)+ :
n
j=1
2 jh2 2
j
h1 G
(k)
u {(z
(k)) (h1+h2) ej
+ :
n
i, j=1
2 jh2 G
i, (k)
u (2
j
h1 i z
(k))h2ej+2
j
h1G
i, (k)
u 2
j
h2( iz
(k))h1ej=
+(t N (k+1)&1u ) N
(k+1)
u z~
(k)
h1, h2+N
(k+1)&1
u (2
h2
h1&*) 2
k
x\ f2& f1+ .
(108)
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Observing G(k+1)u =G
(k)
u +2{Mu and {N
(k+1)
u =S
(k+1)
u N
(k+1)
u we obtain
(z~ (k)h1, h2)t=aN
(k+1)&1
u {Mu N (k+1)u 2z~ (k)h1, h2+*(2Mu) z(k)
+Mu (2S (k+1)u +M
&1
u G
(k+1)
u ) N
(k+1)
u } {z~
(k)
h1, h2
+(2MuN (k+1)u +2{Mu{N
(k+1)
u +G
(k)
u } {N
(k+1)
u
+Mu2N (k+1)u +(tN
(k+1)&1
u ) N
(k+1)
u ) z~
(k)
h1, h2
+(2*{Mu+2G (k)u ) } {z
(k)+2 :
n
i, j=1
 jG i, (k)u j i z
(k)
+(2&*) R (k)u z=+N (k+1)&1u (2&*) 2kx \ f2& f1 ++Eh1, h2 (109)
where the error term Eh1, h2 (formally tending to zero) is given by
Eh1, h2=aN
(k+1)&1
u {&2{Mu } {2h2h1 z(k)
+ :
n
j=1
2 jh2 Mu(2
j
h1 2z
(k))h2ej+ :
n
j=1
2 jh1 Mu(2
j
h2 2z
(k))h1ej
+ :
n
j=1
2 jh2 2
j
h1 Mu(2z
(k)) (h1+h2) ej&2Mu2
h2
h1 z
(k)
+ :
n
j=1
2 jh2 2
j
h1 G
(k)
u } ({z
(k)) (h1+h2) ej&2G
(k)
u } {z
(k)
+ :
n
i, j=1
2 jh2 G
i, (k)
u (2
j
h1 iz
(k))h2ej&2 :
n
i, j=1
j G i, (k)u j iz
(k)
+ :
n
i, j=1
2 jh1 G
i, (k)
u (2
j
h2 iz
(k))h1ej+(2
h2
h1&2) R
(k)
u z=
+N (k+1)&1u (2
h2
h1&2) 2
k
x\ f2& f1+ . (110)
We can write equation (109) in the form
(z~ (k)h1, h2)t=[a(B
(k+1)
u +C
(k+1)
u )+L
(k+1)
u ] z~
(k)
h1, h2+P
(k+1)
u z
(k)
+aN (k+1)&1u {(2&*)\R(k)u z+2kx \ f2& f1++=+Eh1, h2 , (111)
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where L (k+1)u =L
(k+1)
u +2MuN
(k+1)
u and B
(k+1)
u , C
(k+1)
u , L
(k+1)
u are
defined by (93), (94), (95) and P (k+1)u is given by
P (k+1)u =*2Mu+(2*{Mu+2G
(k)
u ) } {+2 
n
i, j=1
 jG i, (k)u  j i . (112)
Note that R (k)u z # C(J, H
2) where R(k)u z is defined by (73). We can write
2(R(k)u z)=R
(k+1)
u z
(k&2)+F (k+1)u , (113)
where F (k+1)u # C(J, H
2) and R (k+1)u is a differential operator of order 6.
To see this we apply the Laplacian to formula (73). Considering 2R (k)u z the
corresponding terms involving Mu for 4|:|2k or Gu for 3|:|2k or
Hu for 2|:|2k belong to C(J, H 2) while the remaining terms are dif-
ferential operators in z(k&2) of order 6 by means of (71). We thus have
2(R (k)u z)=R
(k+1)
u (2&*)
&2 z(k)+F (k+1)u (114)
with F (k+1)u # C(J, H
2) and R (k+1)u (2&*)
&3 # L(L2(Rn)). We hence have
aN (k+1)&1u (2&*) R
(k)
u z=O
(k+1)
u z
(k)+F (k+1)u , (115)
where F (k+1)u # C(J, H
2) and O (k+1)u (2&*)
&1 # L(L2(Rn)). Putting
Q(k+1)u =(O
(k+1)
u +P
(k+1)
u )(2&*)
&1 N (k+1)u (116)
we have Q (k+1)u # L(L
2(Rn)). We obtain
(O (k+1)u +P
(k+1)
u ) z
(k)=Q (k+1)u z~
(k)
h1, h2+Fh1, h2 , (117)
Fh1, h2=(O
(k+1)
u +P
(k+1)
u )(2&*)
&1 (2&2h2h1) z
(k). (118)
According to the proof of Lemma 5.4 we can choose an evolution operator
U(t, s) in L2 generated by a[B (k+1)u +C
(k+1)
u ]+L
(k+1)
u +Q
(k+1)
u (cf. (111))
satisfying &U(t, s)&L2  L2C such that we have in L2 the representation
z~ (k)h1, h2(t)=U(t, 0) N
(k+1)&1
u(0) (2
h2
h1&*) 2
k
xg+|
t
0
U(t, s)
{\Eh1, h2+Fh1, h2+F (k+1)u +aN (k+1)&1u 2kx \ f2& f1++ (s)= ds. (119)
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(cf. [36], Theorem 7.2). We write Eh1, h2=E
I
h1, h2+E
II
h1, h2 where
E Ih1, h2=aN
(k+1)&1
u {&2{Mu } {2h2h1 z(k)
+ :
n
j=1
2 jh2 Mu(2
j
h1 2z
(k))h2ej+ :
n
j=1
2 jh1 Mu(2
j
h2 2z
(k))h1ej= .
Using the Fourier transform and Lebesgue’s Theorem on majorized
convergence (cf. [9], Theorem 6.21) we have in L2 for any s # J the
convergence
E IIh1, h2(s)+Fh1, h2(s)  0 (h1 , h2  0) (120)
and there is C>0 such that for all s # J and all small h1 , h2 we have
&E IIh1, h2(s)&L2+&Fh1, h2(s)&L2C. (121)
Note that (120), (121) are not clear for E Ih1, h2 since z # C(J, H
k+3) is not
proved. By majorized convergence we take the limit in (119) and see that
E(t)= lim
h1, h2  0
|
t
0
U(t, s) E Ih1, h2(s) ds (122)
exists in L2 for any t # J. We claim that E(t)=0 in L2 for any t # J. We see
that E Ih1, h2(s)  0 in H
&1 as h1 , h2  0 where &E Ih1, h2(s)&H&1 has a uniform
bound; we here have observed that {Mu and 2 jhMu belong to H
. We
shall prove in Lemma 5.11 a uniform estimate &U(t, s) u&H&1C &u&H&1
for u # L2. This implies E(t)=0 in H &1 and thus in L2. We can compute
the limit in (119) for h1 , h2  0 and obtain
2z(k)(t)=*z(k)+N (k+1)u U(t, 0) N
(k+1)&1
u(0) (2&*) 2
k
xg
+N (k+1)u |
t
0
U(t, s){\F (k+1)u +aN (k+1)&1u 2kx\ f2& f1++ (s)= ds.
(123)
In (123) the evolution operator U(t, s) is applied to a function belonging
to C(J, H 2). Therefore we have 2z(k) # C(J, H 2) & C1(J, H 0) by [36],
Theorem 7.5 or by [35], Theorem 4.5.2. We have proved the assertion. K
In Lemma 5.11 we shall prove H&1-estimates for the evolution operator
U(t, s) as needed in the above proof of Theorem 5.6. For that we shall
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establish in Lemma 5.10 suitable resolvent estimates involving H&1-norms
by applying a technique from elliptic theory due to Agmon [1]. The proof
of Lemma 5.10 requires a priori estimates involving H&1-norms. Due to
the particular structure of the operators involving (2_2)-matrices these
estimates do not simply follow by applying classical elliptic a priori
estimates. In Lemma 5.8 we prove these a priori estimates in the case of
constant coefficients; a well known perturbation argument (cf. Schechter
[33]) gives the general case in Lemma 5.9. Note that this local argument
is not completely obvious due to nonlocal properties of the H&1-norms. A
particular case of Lemma 5.9 concerning homogeneous operators contain-
ing no first order terms is treated in [10] by different methods. In 5.7 we
prove H&1-estimates for the product of two functions essentially following
Ho rmander [13].
Lemma 5.7 Let s> n2+1. There is a constant C=Cs>0 such that
& f } u&H&1(R n) C & f &Hs(R n) &u&H &1(R n) (124)
& f } w&H &1(R n+1)C & f &H s(R n) &w&H &1(R n+1) (125)
for every f # H s(Rn), u # H &1(Rn) and any function w(t, x)=,(t) v(x) where
, # S(R) and v # L2(Rn). Here ( f } w)(t, x)= f (x) w(t, x).
Proof. From [13], Theorem 10.1.15 and Example 10.1.2 we get
& fu&H &1&(1+|!| ) f &L1 &u&H &1C & f &H s &u&H &1 (126)
for f # H s(Rn), u # H&1(Rn) which proves (124). To show (125) we choose
, # S(R) and v # L2(Rn). We note that w(t, x)=,(t) v(x) belongs to
L2(Rn+1) and w^({, !)=,^({) v^(!). Since f # H s(Rn) is bounded we have
f } w # L2(Rn+1). Writing k{(!)=(1+|!|2+{2)&12 we have
& fw&2H &1(R n+1)=|
R
|, ({)|2 &k{ } ( fv)@ &2L2(Rn) d{. (127)
We introduce Mk{(!)=sup’ # R n k{(!+’)k{(’). From [13], Theorem
10.1.15 we get
&k{ } ( fv)@ &L2&Mk{ } f &L1 &k{ } v^&L2 , { # R. (128)
Since k{(!+’)k{(’)max[1, k0(!+’)k0(’)] we get Mk{(!)1+|!| for
! # Rn, { # R from [13], Example 10.1.2. Using &Mk{ } f &L1C & f &Hs and
applying (127) both to f and to f =1 we obtain the assertion. K
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Lemma 5.8. Let B be a real symmetric positive (2_2)-matrix. Assume
that B+I for some +>0. Let A=B2x+2t be a differential operator in
n+1 variables (t, x) # R_Rn acting on R2-valued functions. Then
&w&H 1(R n+1)C0 (&Aw&H &1(R n+1)+&w&H &1(R n+1) ) (129)
for every w # H1(Rn+1) where C0>0 depends only on +, n, &B& .
Proof. By assumption we have for !, { # R and w # C2 the inequality
|!2Bw+{2w|2C1(!2+{2)2 |w|2, (130)
where C1=min[$, +] and $ is chosen such that |Bw| 2$ |w|2 for all w.
We hence have 2|(Aw)@ ({, !)|2C1( |!|2+{2)2 |w^({, !)| 2 and thus
2
C1
&Aw&2H &1|
Rn+1
( |!|2+{2)2
1+|!| 2+{2
|w^({, !)| 2 d! d{&w&2H 1&2 &w&
2
L2 . (131)
Now interpolation &w&L2= &w&H 1+C= &w&H &1 gives the result. K
Lemma 5.9. Let A=B2x+C } {x+D+2t (cf. 5.8). Let B=B(x) be a
symmetric (2_2)-matrix satisfying B(x)+I, x # Rn for some +>0 where
B=B1+B2 for a constant matrix B1 and B2 # H(Rn). Suppose that
C # B(Rn) (a vector of n matrices) and D # L(L2(Rn)). Then
&w&H1(R n+1)C0 (&Aw&H &1(R n+1)+&w&H &1(R n+1) ) (132)
for every w # H1(Rn+1) of the form w(t, x)=,(t) v(x) where , # S(R) and
v # H2(Rn). Here the constant C0>0 depends only on +, n, &B&L ,
&{ } B&L , &2B&L , &C &L , &{ } C &L , &D&L2  L2 and on a function R such
that |B2(x)|= if |x|R(=), =>0.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that any point x # Rn _ [] has a
neighbourhood V such that (132) holds for all w # H1(Rn+1) as in the
assumption with support in R_V; here a neighbourhood of  contains a
set [x # Rn : |x|R], R>0. To show that it is sufficient (cf. [33], Lemma
917) we choose a finite covering of Rn having this property and a subor-
dinate partition of unity (,k) where ,1 , ..., ,q&1 # C 0 (R
n) and 1&,q #
C0 (R
n). Applying (125) (to w and to Aw) we get the estimates
&w&H 1=" :
q
k=1
,kw"H 1 :
q
k=1
&,kw&H1
C1 \ :
q
k=1
&,kAw&H &1+&A(,k w)&,k Aw&H &1+&w&H &1+
C2(&Aw&H &1+&w&L2).
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and interpolation gives the result. Let x0 # Rn be fixed and let V be a small
neighbourhood (chosen later) of x0 in Rn. Applying Lemma 5.8 to the
frozen operator B(x0) 2x+2t we get by means of interpolation
&w&H1C \&Aw&H &1+&(B2(x0)&B2) 2xw&H &1+&w&H &1+ . (133)
For w # H1(Rn+1) as in the assumption with support in R_V we have
&(B2(x0)&B2) 2xw&H &1
=" :
n
j=1
j[(B2(x0)&B2)  jw]+j ( jB2w)&2j B2 w"H &1
 :
n
j=1
&(B2(x0)&B2)  jw&L2+&jB2w&L2+&2j B2w&L2
n sup
x #
V |B2(x0)&B2(x)| } &w&H1+C &w&L2 .
Using interpolation we get (132) for w with support in R_V provided
that V is chosen small enough. In the remaining case x0= we choose R
so large such that |B2(x)|= if |x|R where =>0 is small enough. Let
V=R_[x # Rn : |x|R]. We then choose |x1 |R and consider the
frozen operator B(x1) 2x+2t . The same arguments as above give (132) for
w with support in R_V and thus the result. K
Lemma 5.10. Let B, C, D satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 5.9 and con-
sider A=B2x+C } {x+D as a differential operator in n variables. Then
there are constants C1 , R>0 such that
&u&H 1(Rn)C1&Au&*u&H &1(R n) (134)
for all u # H2(Rn) and *R where C1 , R depend on the same data as the
constant C0 in Lemma 5.9.
Proof. We consider the operator A0=A+2t in n+1 variables. We
choose , # S(R) satisfying &,&L2=1 such that the Fourier transform of ,
satisfies , ({)=0 if |{|= where =>0 will be chosen later. We fix
u # H 2(Rn) and r>0 and put w(t, x)=,(t) eirt u(x). Observing w^({, !)=
, ({&r) u^(!) we get
\|R
|, ({)|2
1+({+r)2
d{+
12
&u&H &1&w&H &1&,&L2 &u&H &1 (135)
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since 1+|!|2+{2(1+|!|2)(1+{2). Identifying R2$C we obtain
&w&H 1C0 (&A0 w&H &1+&w&H &1 )C0 [&,&L2 &Au&r2u&H &1+
+(&,"&L2+2r &,$&L2+&,&L2 ) &u&H &1 ])
from Lemma 5.9. Let ,r=(R
|, ({)| 2
1+({+r)2
d{)12. Using (135) we get
&w&H 1&2t w&H &1&r
2,eirtu&H &1&&(,"+2ir,$) eirtu&H &1
[r2,r&&,"&L2&2r &,$&L2 ] &u&H &1 .
Since &,&L2 &u&H1&w&H 1 we get (134) for *=r2 with C1=2C0 if
r2,r(2C0+1)(&,"&L2+2r &,$&L2+&,&L2). (136)
Using the Fourier transform we have to show for { in the support of , that
r43(2C0+1)2 (1+({+r)2) } ({4+4r2{2+1). (137)
This holds if =<(2- 6(2C0+1))&1 and r is large enough. We have proved
(136) for *=r2 where rR and C1=2C0 . This gives the result. K
For the proof of Theorem 5.6 it remains to prove
Lemma 5.11. Let U(t, s) be the evolution operator defined in the proof
Theorem 5.6. There is C>0 such that for all v # L2 we have
&U(t, s) v&H &1C &v&H &1 , 0s<t1. (138)
Proof. Let A(t) denote the generator of U(t, s) in the proof of 5.6. We
here may assume that N (k+1)u =I. Since A(t) meets the assumptions of
Lemma 4.8 the family A(t) is stable in L2 and in H2 by means of [36],
Theorem 7.3. Hence there are M, ; such that
"‘
k
j=1
R(*, A(tj))"H m  HmM(*&;)&k, *>; (139)
for m=0, 2 and 0t0t1 } } } tk1, k1. Here R(*, A(t))=(A(t)&
*)&1. By interpolation this holds for m=1 as well. We claim that
"‘
k
j=1
R(*, A(tj)) v"H &1M1(*&;)&k &v&H &1 , *>;, v # L2 (140)
with some constant M1>0. By Lemma 5.10 there are C, R>0 so that
&v&H 1C &(A(t)&ir) v&H &1 , rR, v # H 2, t # J. (141)
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We have observed that Mu=I2(&I2Mu) where B=&I2Mu satisfies the
assumptions of Lemma 5.10; here I2 is defined by (46). In (141) we have
put iv=I2v identifying C$R2. For u # C(J, H) we have u(t, x)  0 as
|x|   uniformly for t # J by a compactness argument; hence Lemma 5.10
shows that the constants C, R do not depend on t # J.
The principle part of &I2A(t) is selfadjoint in L2 with respect to the
scalar product defined by (55) where W u=M &1u I2 (cf. Proposition 4.5).
The proof of Lemma 5.10 gives the estimate
&v&H 2C &(&I2A(t)&r) v&L2 , rR, v # H 2. (142)
The same estimate holds for the Hilbert space adjoint of &I2A(t); hence
&I2A(t)&r : H 2  L2 has a dense range and is thus bijective for rR. In
particular, A(t)&ir : H2  L2 is bijective and (A(t)&ir)(H1)#L2. We fix
some +=ir, rR and put S(t)=A(t)&+. Then S(t): H1  H&1 is con-
tinuous, injective and S(t)(H1)#L2. We consider S(t)&1: L2  H 2 which
satisfies &S(t)&1 v&H 1C &v&H &1 , v # L2 by (141). We have
S(t)&1 R(*, A(t)) S(t) v=R(*, A(t)) v, v # H 2, *>;. (143)
We hence have for any v # L2 the identity (cf. [36], Prop. 7.5)
"‘
k
j=1
R(*, A(tj)) v"H &1="‘
k
j=1
S(tj) R(*, A(tj)) S(t j)&1 v"H &1 . (144)
We put Pj=S(tj)&1 (S(t j&1)&S(tj)). Since &S(tk) w&H &1C1&w&H1 for
w # H2 the left hand side in (144) does not exceed
C1&R(*, A(tk))(I+Pk) R(*, A(tk&1))(I+Pk&1) } } } S(t1)&1 v&H 1 .
From (141) we get &Pj v&H1C2 &S(tj)&S(t j&1)&H1  H &1 &v&H 1 , v # H2.
We obtain (140) from (141) using the case m=1 in (139) (cf. [36], Prop.
7.5) since t [ S(t) # L(H1, H&1) is of bounded variation in the norm of
L(H1, H &1). The proof of [36], Proposition 7.3. and (140) imply that
"‘
k
j=1
exp(sjA(tj)) v"H &1 M exp \; :
k
j=1
sj+ &v&H &1 , v # L2 (145)
for any 0t1t2 } } } tk1 and any s j0, j=1, ..., k. Therefore, the
very definition of the evolution system U(t, s) in [36], (7.50), (7.73) gives
the estimate (138) as in [36], Theorem 7.3. K
Theorem 5.12. Let a>0, u # W, f # C(J, H), g # H. Then (26) admits a
unique solution z # C 1(J, H ). The solution z satisfies (101).
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Proof. By Theorem 4.9 there is a unique solution z # C(J, H2) &
C1(J, L2). By Theorem 5.6 this solution belongs to C1(J, H ). The
estimates hold by Proposition 5.5.
6. MAIN RESULTS AND EXAMPLES
We state the main results of this paper. The first result implies the local
well posedness in H=H (Rn, C) of the Cauchy problem for the non-
linear Schro dinger equation (8). Let G # C(A, R), G=G(u, Du, D2u) be a
smooth map defined in some open set A containing 0, let V/H be
defined by (10), let V # B(Rn) and #>0. Let G be given by (9).
Theorem 6.1. Let G satisfy (11), (12), (13), (15) and let ,0 # V satisfy
(14). Then there exist a number a>0 and an open neighbourhood Y of ,0 in
H such that the initial value problem (8) admits for any initial value , # Y
a unique solution u # C 1([0, a], H ). In addition, the solution map
(Y/H)  C1([0, a], H ), , [ u is a C1map.
Proof. This follows from Theorems 3.2 and 5.12. K
Applying an inverse (rather than an implicit) function theorem we obtain
a result on the almost global solvability of the nonlinear problem (8) (cf.
[28], 6.11). Note that (14) is always true for ,=0.
Theorem 6.2. Let G satisfy (11), (12), (13), (15). Then for any (large)
a>0 there exist s0 and =>0 such that for any , # H satisfying &,&s=
problem (8) admits a unique solution u # C1([0, a], H).
Proof. Define the nonlinear map 8: C1(J, H )  C(J, H)_H by
8(u)=(iut&F(u), u(0)) where F is given by (17) and J=[0, a]. With
F$(u) given by (18) we have 8$(u) z=(izt&F$(u(t)) z(t), z(0)). By 5.12
the map 8$(u): C1(J, H)  C(J, H )_H  is invertible for all u in a
neighbourhood of 0 in C1(J, H). The inverse map 8$(u)&1 satisfies
&8$(u)&1 z&kck[u; ( f, g)]d, k (146)
by means of (101). Applying the inverse function theorem [27], 4.1. we see
that the map 8 is a C1-diffeomorphism near 0. Therefore, the equation
8(u)=(0, ,) is uniquely solvable if &,&s=. This gives the result. K
We consider a particular case which has been studied in the literature (cf.
[5], [6], [21], [29]). Let V # B(Rn), #>0 and let G be defined by
G(u, Du, D2u)= f ( |u| 2)+}g$( |u|2) 2(g( |u|2)), (147)
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where } is a real constant and f, g # C([0, b], R), b>0. Obviously, (11)
holds. A calculation shows that
iuk G=8}g$( |u|
2) g"( |u|2)(u1i u1+u2 iu2) uk+4}g$( |u|2)2 iuk (148)
and 21uk G=2}g$( |u|
2)2 uk . Hence (12), (13) hold. We further have
{(u1 21 u1 G+u221u2 G)=u1{u1G+u2 {u2 G. (149)
This differential equation implies (15) since
trace(M &1u Gu)={(log det Mu). (150)
In fact, we have constructed a potential pu for su (cf. (33)) by
pu(x)=&12 log det Mu and we can put nu(x)=(det Mu)
&12 in (37) in this
case. Finally, (14) holds if and only if
#&2}g$( |,(x)|2)2 |,(x)|2>0, x # Rn. (151)
We note that the same condition is formulated (for #=12 and }=1) in
[5]. In the case }0 condition (151) does not mean any assumption on
,, f, g. We have proved:
Theorem 6.3. Let #>0, } # R, f, g # C ([0, b], R) and V # B(Rn).
Let , # H (Rn, C) be an initial value satisfying (151). Then there exist a>0
and a unique solution u # C1([0, a], H) of the initial value problem
{iut= &#2u+V(x) u+ f ( |u|
2) u+}g$( |u|2)(2(g( |u| 2))) u
u(0, x)=,(x), x # Rn .
(152)
The problem is locally and almost globally well posed in H (cf. 6.1, 6.2).
In the case g(s)=s (superfluid film equation, cf. [19], [20], [21]) we
obtain:
Theorem 6.4. Let #>0, } # R, f # C([0, b], R) and a potential
V # B(Rn) be given. Let the initial value , # H(Rn, C) satisfy
#&2} |,(x)|2>0, x # Rn. (153)
Then there exist a>0 and a unique solution u # C1([0, a], H ) of
{iut= &#2u+V(x) u+ f ( |u|
2) u+}2( |u|2) u
u(0, x)=,(x), x # Rn .
(154)
The problem is locally and almost globally well posed in H (cf. 6.1, 6.2).
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As a particular case of Theorems 6.3, 6.4 the case n=1, g(s)=s is
studied in [21]. Another example g(s)=(1+s)12 is investigated in [5].
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